
Tale 3Supersymmetri Quantum Mehanis1. let us begin from well-known example of a linear osillator,whih has the Hamiltonian:Ĥ = E ; Ĥ = p̂22m + m!2x22 [p̂; x̂℄ = �i�h (1)Or, in dimensionless variables:P = vuut 1m�h!p; q = sm!�h x; (2)H = �h! ~H; ~H = 12 �P 2 + q2� ; [P̂ ; q̂℄ = �i: (3)The Hamiltonians of Eqs (1) and (3) lead to a di�erential equa-tion of the seond order, whih, however, ould be redued tothat of the �rst order by introdution the reation and annihi-lation operators â+ and â:â = q̂ � iP̂p2 ; â+ = q + iPp2 ; [â+; â℄ = 1; (4)~H = 12 �â+â+ ââ+� = â+â+ 12 : (5)This remarkable substitution allows to �nd all energy levels.Indeed, j0 >: âj0 >= 0! E0 = 12;then
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j1 >: j1 >= â+j0 >! E1 = 32:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::jn >: jn >= (â+)nj0 >! En = n+ 12The ondition âj0 >= 0 is the �rst order equation q + ddx! 0(q) = 0;  0(q) / exp 24�q22 35 : (6)The wave funtions of the exited states ould be found by theation of the a+-operator on  0(q).One more example: Dira's eletron in two dimensions withthe spin 1=2 and Lande-fator g = 2. Its Hamiltonian has theformH = �p� eA�22m � g�H�z = 12m  p� eA!2 � e�hmH�z: (7)This Hamiltonian1 an be written asH = 12�h!(a+a+ aa+ + f+f � ff+)where[a; a+℄ = a+a � aa+ = 1; nf+; fo = f+f + ff+ = 1The operators â and â+ are Bose-like, while the operators f̂ andf̂+ are Fermi-like. So,H = �h!(a+a+ 12 + f+f � 12) = �h!(a+a+ f+f) = �h!(nB + nF ):1We omitted an in�nite degeneray in values of momenta p, whih does not enter,�nally, into Hamiltonian 2



Therefore, the energy levels E(nB; nF ) are doubly degenerate, ifthe numbers of bosons and fermions both do not vanish. If oneintrodues the vetor notation� = 0� af 1A ; �+ = (a+ f+)then ��+ = 0� aa+ af+fa+ ff+ 1A ; H = �+�:The vetor � may be transformed by the unitary transformation�0 = Û�. It gives �0+ = �+Û+ for the onjugate vetor �+,and �0+�0 = �+Û+Û� = �+�. The unitary matrix Û has asubstruture U = 0� Uaa UafUfa Uff 1AIt is onvenient now to introdue the operators transformingfermions into bosons and vie versaQ̂ / a+f Q̂+ / af+Q̂jnB; nF >/ jnB+1; nF�1 > Q̂+jnB; nF >/ jnB�1; nF+1 >The operators Q̂ and Q̂+ are nilpotent, i.e. Q2 = (Q+)2 = 0. Itis also onvenient to introdue the Hermitian operatorsQ̂1 = Q̂+ + Q̂; Q̂2 = �i(Q̂+ � Q̂)Diret alulation givesfQ1; Q2g = Q1Q2 +Q2Q1 = 0;and Q21 = Q22 = fQ+; Qg:3



If the Hamiltonian has the form H = fQ+; Qg, then the systemthis Hamiltonian desribes is supersymmetrially invariant, i.e[H;Q℄ = [H;Q+℄ = [H;Q1;2℄ = 0. It is interesting to look at thesuperalgebra of the operatorsfQi; Qjg = 2ÆijH; [H;Qi℄ = 0 i; j = 1; 2A mathematiian would say that this is the Lie Superalgebraor the Gradiate Lie algebra, but it sounds more like a boringsiene rather, than a fairy tale. In the fairy tale, Q-operatorsare square roots of the Hamiltonian H. Therefore, ifQ1 1 = q 1;then H 1 = q2 1and if  2 = Q2 1;then Q1 2 = Q1Q2 1 = �Q2Q1 1 = �q 1i.e.  2 is an eigenfuntion of Q̂1 with the eigenvalue equal to�q. On the other hand, sine [H;Q℄ = 0,H 2 = HQ2 1 = Q2H 1 = Q2q2 1 = q2 2and, therefore,  2 is an eigenfuntion of Ĥ with the same eigen-value q2. Therefore, if q 6= 0, then all levels of H are two-folddegenerate (and orrespond to superpartners).One more step forward. Consider the operators Q̂1;2; Q̂; Q̂+ating on spinors (nF = 0 and nF = 1). In this basis f+ = �+4



and f = ��, while Q+ = Bf+ and Q = B+f where B̂ is anarbitrary boson operator. IntroduingB+ = B1 + iB2 B = B1 � iB2one hasQ1 = Q++Q = (B1�iB2)�1 + i�22 +(B1+iB2)�1 � i�22 = B1�1+B2�2In the same way,Q2 = �i(Q+ �Q) = B1�2 � B2�1and H = Q21 = Q22 = fB;B+g+ [B;B+℄�32The partiular ase B̂ = b̂ orresponds to the ase of Dira'seletron in magneti �eld, onsidered above. The representa-tion we have found gives hope of splitting more ompliatedHamiltonians, than we onsidered before. The main point ofthis splitting is to redue the order of the Hamiltonian withrespet to derivatives. Consider, for instane,B = ip+W (x)p2 ; B = �ip+W (x)p2 ;fB;B+g = p2 +W 2; [B;B+℄ =W 0:Then, H = p2 +W 2 +W 0�32 ;or, in the matrix form,H = 0� H+ 00 H� 1A = 12 0� p2 +W 2 +W 0 00 p2 +W 2 �W 0 1A = 0� BB+ 00 B+B 1A5



Thus, we have found a general form of supersymmetri quantummehanis. If now we want to solve an equation, say, of the formH� = p2 +W 2 �W 02  = E (8)we must reall that it has a superpartnerH+ = p2 +W 2 +W 02  = E (9)These two operators H� have the same eigenvalues En, exeptfor the eigenvalue E0 = 0, whih only the operator H� has.This very speial eigenfuntion  0 is solution of the �rst orderequation B 0 = 0:Sine Ĥ� = B̂+B̂, the funtion  0 is the eigenfuntion of H�with the eigenvalue E0 = 0. Let the funtion  1 be an eigen-funtion of H+ with the eigenvalue E1. Then B̂+ 1 is an eigen-funtion of H� with the same eigenvalue. This helps us to solvethe Shroedinger equation for a partiular potential.2. Let us hoose W (�; x) = � tanhx; (10)then H�(�) = 12(p2 + �2 � �(� + 1)osh2 x ) (11)H+(�) = 12(p2 + �2 � �(�� 1)osh2 x ) (12)Now we an see thatH+(�) = H�(�1)� �212 + �226



for �1 = � � 1. Thus, in the potential well shown in the Fig 1there is a level with E = 0. If a > 0, thenE1 = �2 � �212 = �2 � (�� 1)22 = 2�� 12E2 = �2 � �21 + �21 � �222 = �2 � (�� 2)22 = 4�� 42::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::En = (�2 � �21) + (�2n�1 � �2n)2 = �2 � (� � n)22 = 2n�� n22It is obvious now that the exat solvability of the Shroedingerequation with the potentialU(x) = �a(a+ 1)osh2 xis not aidental fat. It is onneted with the hidden super-symmetry of the Hamiltonian, whih has the eigenvaluesEn = �(a� n)22for all n, satisfying the ondition 0 � n � [a+1℄ 2. It turns out tobe onvenient, in order to take the supersymmetry into aountexpliitly, to onsider not only one Shroedinger equationH� = E ;but a ouple of them, adding the superpartner equation. Thematrix Hamiltonian H = 0� H+ 00 H� 1A2Notation [x℄ stays for integer par of x 7



has the supersymmetry, whih helps to solve the equation.3. One may remember, from the tale about solitons, that thesolutions of the Shroedinger equation with the potentialU(x) = � 1osh2 xorrespond to zero reetion oeÆient at all positive energies.This quite strange statement may be supported by arguments,based on supersymmetry. Indeed, let a = 1 and the superpart-ners have the formH� = B+B = p22 � 1osh2 x + 12 ; (13)H+ = BB+ = p22 + 12 (14)Therefore, the Hamiltonian H� with the onsidered potential issupersymmetrially equivalent to the free motion HamiltonianH+. The Hamiltonian H� has a zero level, and the eigenfun-tion, whih orresponds to this level, obeys the equationB (�)0 = ( ��x + tanhx) (�)0 = 0whih has the solution  (�)0 = osh�1 x. On the other hand,the ground state wave funtion of the Hamiltonian H+ is just aonstant and all the rest are running waves  (+)k = expikx Theoperator B+ transforms the eigenfuntions of the HamiltonianH+ into the eigenfuntions of the HamiltonianH� with the sameenergy. Therefore, (�)k = B+eikx = (� ��x + tanhx)eikx = (�ik + tanhx)eikx8



Thus, we have onstruted the eigenfuntion of ontinuous spe-trum, valid at any real values of x and ontaining no reetedwave. Therefore the reetion oeÆient is zero due to the su-persymmetri equivalene of the Hamiltonian onsidered to thatwith no potential at all and of the eigenfuntions of its ontinu-ous spetrum to simple running waves. It is interesting that thewave funtion  (�)k=0 = tanhxorresponds to the bottom of ontinuous spetrum in the soliton-like potential.
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